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Definition

The word “Baroque” means “a misshaped pearl”. This term was 
initially used to describe the flamboyant, decorative lines and 
curves of architecture from the 17th to mid 18th centuries (1650s-
1700s) & eventually used to describe the music of this period as 
well. 

The Baroque period was an important  time in the history of the 
world.  This era witnessed new exploration of ideas and 
innovations in the arts, literature and philosophy, to name a few:

Sir Isaac Newton discovered the laws of gravity

Galileo Galilei laid down the foundation of astronomy

Sir William Harvey discovered the circulation of blood



Historical overview
Throughout the Baroque period, composers continued to be 
employed by the church and wealthy ruling class. This system of 
employment was called the patronage system. 

As the patron paid the composer for each work and usually 
decided what kind of piece the composer should write, this 
limited the composer’s creative freedom. 

Monarchs (Royalty) had absolute power. The nobility owned land 
and were entertained by hunting and music. 

Peasants worked hard for their bread and butter and could relax 
after hours. 

Italy was the hub of new culture and led the way.



This was an age of paradox/contrast
Church vs. State
Monarchy vs. Bourgeoisie
Aristocracy vs. Affluent Middle Class
Scientific Research vs. Superstition, Witchcraft
Importance of humanity vs. Religious Persecution

Music responded to this paradox
Vocal vs. Instrumental
Church Modes vs. Tonality (Major, minor)
Sacred Music vs. Secular Music
Polyphonic Texture vs. Monophonic Texture

Other Music Achievements:
Audience of the common people
Development of music for its own sake (absolute music)



Painting
Emotionally charged
Dramatic subjects
Contrast; play between light and shadow

Sculpture
Strong light and dark contrasts
Dramatic tension
Subjects are never still but moving, struggling, twisted

Architecture
In the Renaissance:  simple, straight lines and detail
In the Baroque:  ornate, extravagant, showy



The centre of the world



Most important centers

England France Germany



Characteristics of Baroque music
Style:

Baroque music used of one ‘mood’ or ‘affection’ for a piece (it 
does not change frequently like later music).
Composers began to use their music to express emotions such as 
joy and anger.

Rhythms:
Continuous driving rhythms were usually sustained in one piece. 
Emphasis was on strong beats, upbeats and fast-changing rhythmic 
motion. Fast arpeggio-like passages with changing harmonies were 
often used.

Phrasing:
Phrase and expression marks were not used. Faster notes were 
normally played smooth; slower notes were normally played 
detached. Ornaments were used frequently. 



Characteristics of Baroque music
Dynamics:

Contrast was very important – terraced dynamics were used 
(suddenly loud/soft), as well as variation in instrumentation 
for orchestral works and concerti grossi. This was also due to 
the technical limitations of the instruments (the harpsichord 
and organ is not touch sensitive like the piano, so you cannot 
make a gradual change in tone and volume).

Composers began to write dynamics and tempo markings in 
their music, although it was still common for no dynamic 
markings as a lot of the music was in binary form (AB) and 
the first time would be played forte and the repeat piano.



Characteristics of Baroque music
Ornamentation:

The music was highly ornamented (using different trills, turns 
and mordents) . It was common practice to improvise and 
players added these ornaments wherever possible in the music 
to make it more impressive – usually at the ends of phrases and 
long notes. Composers seldom indicated where to use 
ornaments.

Composers like J.S. Bach reacted to the Baroque trend of fancy 
ornamentation by creating complex polyphonic music 
consisting of elaborate melodies layered top of each other. 

Often these melodies contained trills and fast moving notes, 
creating a very thick texture.



Characteristics of Baroque music

Modality:
The use of the major/minor system was established (in favour 
of the old church modes that was common in the Medieval 
and Renaissance periods).

Texture:

The musical texture changed from mainly Monophonic to 
Polyphonic/contrapuntal. Pieces were often written with 2, 3 
or 4 voices and feature the same motive throughout. 

Two or more melodies played at the same time created a 
musical texture called counterpoint. 



Characteristics of Baroque music
Improvisation:

Like with Jazz music, improvisation was an important skill for 
the players and was common practice, even in the Church. 

At his day, J.S. Bach was actually more famous as an organist 
with genuis improvising skills, than a composer.

Harmony:
The idea of using chords to accompany one or more melody 
lines became common.  

There were frequent harmonic changes in Baroque music. 
Tonality was based on major and minor keys. 



Characteristics of Baroque music

Basso continuo:
Figured bass became the standard practice and was used the 
regular accompaniment for vocal and religious music.  

It consists of a keyboard player (harpsichord or organ) 
harmonized on the harmonies  of the melody with a 
continual bass played by a bass instrument like a cello or 
bassoon. 



Characteristics of Baroque music

Form:
Dances were popular during this period as well as preludes, 
fugues, suites, toccatas and theme and variations. 

Binary and Ternary (often Minuet and Trio) forms were used 
frequently, as well as ritornello form (a recurring section in a 
Baroque concerto or aria) and the Da Capo Aria (an aria in 
ternary form in which the repetition of the entire first section 
at the end of the second section is indicated by “da capo”). 



Baroque Art

In music, art, architecture, and fashion, fancy 
decoration and ornamentation became the rule. 



Baroque Art
Sculptors decorated 
cathedrals with riches and 
statues. 

The clothing of this period 
was very lavish. Both men 
and women wore wigs and 
coats with lace. 



Baroque Art



Baroque Architecture



Baroque Clothing



Main Baroque Genres: Vocal
Opera:

The Baroque period saw the birth of a new form of music called 
opera  - a singing play with orchestral accompaniment. This started 
as court entertainment in Italy.

Opera combined music, acting, scenery, costumes, and props. Actors 
and actresses sing the script, or libretto. 

Some operas were serious (opera seria), and some funny (opera buffa). 
The first opera was L’ Orfeo, by Claudio Monteverdi. 

Some operas contain spoken dialogue, but most are entirely sung 
(spoken dialogue are mainly used in comic opera).

Like a play, an opera has different acts, subdivided into scenes.



Main Baroque Genres: Vocal
The main forms used in an opera are:

Aria: a song for solo voice with orchestral accompaniment that 
expresses an emotional state. The action often stops while the 
character reveals his/her feelings.

Recitative: a vocal line that imitates speech. The words are usually 
sung quickly and clearly, often on repeated notes. This tells the 
story and carries the action forward.

Ensemble: where 3 or more singers are singing and each character 
expresses his/her own feelings. They can project conflicting 
emotions in one song - e.g. he is happy and she is angry.

Chorus: a large group of singers (opera choir) that generate 
atmosphere and make comments on the action. They are often 
background music for the soloist.



Main Baroque Genres: Vocal

Oratorio:
An oratorio is an extended musical drama with religious subject (a 
sacred opera) that became popular in the middle of the 17th century.

It is a large scale musical work for solo voice, chorus and orchestra.

The actions were usually outlined with the help of a narrator in a 
series of recitative and arias, duets, trios and choruses.

No scenery, costume or action is used.

Famous examples include “The Messiah” by Handel



Main Baroque Genres: Vocal
Cantata:

Similar to the opera is the cantata. The Cantata, like the opera, is a 
series of arias and recitatives. However, the cantata is not staged or 
acted. It was almost like an unstaged mini-drama performormed 
during Sunday services.

The cantata started as secular music for voice and basso continuo 
and developed into a work for soloists and orchestral accompaniment 
during the 17th century.

It consists of recitatives and pieces like arias, duets and choruses.



Main Baroque Genres: Vocal

Mass :
The mass is the most solemn ritual of the Roman Catholic Church.

It is divided into different musical sections: 

Kyrie Eleison (Christ have mercy)

Gloria (Praise)

Credo (Truth)

Sanctus (Holy, holy)  

Agnus Dei (Lamb of God).



Main genres: Instrumental
Concerto:

Concerti were developed in the second half of the 17th century by 
Italian composers like Torelli, Scarlatti, and Corelli. 

Concertos sometimes featured one soloist or a group of soloists. 

Concertos featuring a group of soloists were known as concerto grosso, 
and usually contained three movements (fast-slow-fast) e.g. Bach’s 
Brandenburg Concertos

A Solo concerto is a virtuoso work featuring a solo instrument with 
instrumental accompaniment e.g. - Vivaldi's Four Seasons.



Suite (Dance Suite):
The Baroque suite was the first multi-movement work for instruments based 
on the pairing of traditional Renaissance dances (usually 4 or 5) and became 
relatively standard in the middle of the 17th century. 
This series of dances were usually in the same key, most or all of them in 
binary form.
The standard sequence of the suite is:

Allemande – a moderately fast German dance, usually in 44 time

Courante – a fast dance in 34 time, meaning “to run”, there were two types -
French and Itialian , the French one much faster.

Sarabande – a slow French dance in 34 time, originally from Spain
Gigue – a lively dance usually in 68 or 98 time, originating from the British jig, 
usually with two sections.

Many suites also began with an introductory movement such as an Aria or 
Air, Prelude, overture or fantasia and were written for harpsichord and 
orchestral groups – e.g. Bach Air on a G-string
They were played for people to dance to or as pure instrumental music (to 

listen to) and were usually performed in ball rooms  of the wealthy and 
nobility.



Prelude and fugue:
A prelude is a short piece to introduce a fugue. Used as a preface to 
other, more complicated and longer, movements of a work.

The first preludes were organ pieces to warm up the player’s fingers 
or written for lutes to warm up the fingers and check the tuning.

A fugue is a polyphonic piece based on a main theme, known as the 
subject, which is imitated by different voices throughout piece. This 
can range from 2 to 5 voices. This piece was usually written for 
keyboard instruments and is very challenging.

The word fugue is derived from the Italian “fugare”, which means “to 
flee and to chase”, which happens with the theme.

Famous example: The Well-Tempered Klavier by J.S. Bach (Evenly-tuned 
piano) – a Prelude and Fugue in each of the 24 keys (e.g. C Major, c 
minor, C-sharp Major, c-sharp minor, etc.)



Main genres: Instrumental
Sonata:

This was one of the main developments in instrumental music 
during the Baroque period.

It was a composition in several movements for 1 to 8 players (it 
later became a piece for a solo instrument, with 
accompaniment).
Trio sonatas were popular – they had 3 melodic lines – 2 high 
instruments (e.g. flute & violin) and 2 instruments on basso 
continue (cello and harpsichord).

Sometimes composers differentiated between the sonata da 
chiesa (church sonata)  - suitable for church performance and 
the sonata da camera (chamber sonata) – more dancelike and 
intended for public concerts or court performances.



Instrumental music

During the Baroque period, instrumental music became as 
important as vocal music. 

The Baroque period saw a rise in music for flute, oboe, bassoon, 
trombone, valveless trumpets and horns, harpsichord, and organ. 

Recorders became less popular, and viols were gradually replaced 
by violins, violas, and cellos. 

Timpani was the only percussion instrument used in serious 
music (various other smaller drums were used in folk music). 

Much of the music written for instruments contained several 
contrasting sections or movements. 



Baroque instruments

Strings were made from animal intestines.

The woodwind instruments included the recorder, traverso flute, 
oboe and bassoon. These instruments were still developing and 
did not have the same technical and sound capabilities like the 
modern instruments we play on. 

The system of keys were still developing and many intricate 
fingerings had to be used on wind instruments to make notes in 
tune.

The brass instruments initially did not have valves.

Keyboard instruments included the organ, harpsichord, and 
clavichord.



Keyboard Instruments

Pipe Organ

Painted Organ Pipes

Harpsichord



String Instruments
Viol Family

Lute

Stradivarius Violins

Guarnerius Violin
Composite of String Instruments



Woodwind Instruments

Recorder Family

Wood Flute

Early Clarinets

Oboe da Caccia



Brass Instruments

Long Trumpet

Trombones



Percussion Instruments

Kettledrums/timpani



Baroque Orchestra
The Baroque Orchestra was based on members of the string 
family, accompanied and usually led by a harpsichord player. 
In addition to that, trumpets, horns and timpani were used. 

The use of woodwinds was not standard and varied from piece 
to piece. 



Baroque Orchestra

Orchestras were small and based at the 
courts of the aristocracy and churches. 

Conductors were not common practice, as 
the ensembles were fairly small and the 
leader of each section lead and conducted 
(almost like the later chamber music). 

For the bigger settings, a conductor would 
often just keep the beat by beating on the 
ground with a stick.



The method of conducting using a staff was vastly different as compared to 
the usage of a baton: a conductor indicated the time of a piece by banging a 
large staff on the floor, while with a baton, as it is used today, it is done by 
drawing patterns in the air.

The composer Jean-Babtiste Lully was using a staff when conducting a 
concert, when he struck his foot with it by mistake. The wound soon turned 
gangrenous but Lully refused to have his “dancer’s leg” amputated, claiming 
he would rather die than to lose his ability to dance. It did not take long for 
the infection to disseminate throughout his body, which ultimately resulted 
in his death two months later. 

This accident is now known as a pivotal event in music history for being the 
most unusual and ironic death of all time.



Important composers include

J.S.Bach 

Dietrich Buxtehude

Henry Purcell

George Phillipe Telemann

Antonio Vivaldi

Andrew Corelli

George Frederick Handel




